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One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her mail: "Who
are you?" and "Where does the world come from?" Before she knows it she is
enrolled in a correspondence course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins
Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is not only a mystery, but also a complete
and entertaining history of philosophy.
This limited, luxury, collector's edition of Britannica's brand new encyclopedia for
kids features a slipcase, gold page-edges, two ribbon markers, and a numbered
(1 of 500) book plate signed by Christopher Lloyd and J.E. Luebering. Featuring
up-to-the-minute information from Britannica, one of the world's most trusted
sources of knowledge, this new encyclopedia brings home the joy of learning,
and features over a thousand illustrations, photographs and maps. Page by
page, you'll discover the story of the Universe, Earth, Matter, Life, Humans,
Ancient & Medieval Times, Modern Times, and the dynamic worlds of Today &
Tomorrow. In keeping with Britannica's reputation for expert involvement, each
spread includes a credit to the expert consultant involved with its creation, and
special features highlight some of the most intriguing unsolved puzzles in
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science, archaeology, history, and engineering. Perhaps today's young readers
will discover the answers to these mysteries! This gorgeous volume is a modern
classic, and will inspire curiosity and delight in every reader.
What could be more fun for kids than to have the kind of rip-roaring good time
that harkens back to pre-video game, pre-computer days? Introducing 64
valuable science experiments that snap, crackle, pop, ooze, crash, boom, and
stink! From Marshmallows on Steroids to Home-Made Lightning, the Sandwich
Bag Bomb to Giant Air Cannon, The Book of Totally Irresponsible Science
awakens kids' curiosity while demonstrating scientific principles like osmosis, air
pressure, and Newton's Third Law of Motion. Kids will love performing these
experiments, which use common household ingredients and equipment, in front
of an audience or for themselves (though many require adult supervision).
Entries are categorized into seven chapters according to scientific theme and are
written in a simple-to-follow recipe format. each includes a detailed explanation of
the scientific principle involved and a "Take Care!" section with special tips. The
book's design and illustrations recall the pulp fiction look of science magazines
from the days when space travel was still considered sci-fi, while the author's
voice is wry and a bit conspiratorial. He assumes his readers are clever and
never coddles them. Drop Mentos into a bottle of diet soda and stand back as a
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geyser erupts! Launch a rocket made from a film canister! Encase your little
brother in a giant soap bubble! For young scientists—and the young at heart—this
book is a blast. Literally.
Travel back in time and into the not-so-distant future to dissect, explore, and
discover how all kinds of things do what they do! Along the way, you'll learn why
cotton candy is so fluffy, how scientists built a space suit for Mars, and what goes
into animating your favorite cartoons. Look inside, take it apart, turn it over, and
figure out how things work! Quippy descriptions, full-color diagrams, and brilliant
photographs make even the most intimidating subjects completely
accessible--and totally fun! (We're looking at you, space robots.) For every
explanation, we touch on basic principles and then dive deeper. Just want to
know what terraforming is? We've got you covered. Want to know how to
terraform, say, Mars? We'll explain that, too. But this book isn't just for explaining
things. We'll also introduce you to the dreamers, scientists, and innovators who
create this amazing stuff. You'll meet a NASA engineer, an underwater
archaeologist, and a chocolate scientist. You'll learn what it's like to fly a plane
into the eye of a hurricane--on purpose. Following on the success of National
Geographic's How Things Work and How Things Work: Inside Out, How Things
Work: Then and Now tackles a whole new batch of extraordinary and everyday
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things--from man-made to natural, historic to futuristic.
A History, a Theory, a Flood
The Kingfisher Science Encyclopedia
Bill Nye's Great Big World of Science
Ask a Science Teacher
A Memoir
National Geographic Kids World Atlas, 5th Edition
Everything You Need to Know about the World and how it Works
This stimulating and comprehensive encyclopedia for children ages 8-12 provides answers to all the
questions kids love to ask. Each chapter is jam-packed with maps, charts, timelines, diagrams, beautiful
images, and amazing facts. Did you know, for example, that a single drop of blood contains around five
million blood cells? Or that there are areas of desert in all seven of Earth's continents? Kids can build
their knowledge on a wide range of topics-including Earth and beyond, plants and animals, history and
politics, science, technology, and the human body-arranged thematically with more than 9,000 indexed
entries and 2,500 colorful images. Cross-reference icons encourage children to explore and discover
linked information, feeding their curiosity and building their general knowledge. The New Children's
Encyclopedia, which has sold almost 500,000 copies worldwide since 2009, has now been fully updated
in line with the latest knowledge and research. Developed, written, and checked by experts, this is the
must-have reference book for every child's library.
Presents a comprehensive reference to astronomy and space exploration, with articles on space
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technology, astronauts, stars, planets, key theories and laws and more.
Food chemistry, atom crashing, wavepower, foodchemistry, androbots!These arejusta few of thetopics
coveredin thisfantastic new science encyclopedia, which presentsa comprehensive overview of
physicaland lifesciences from AtoZ. Super smart and kid-friendly, it s packed with full-color
photographs, weird but true facts, amazingstatistics, do-it-yourself experiments, plus profiles of
scientists and National Geographic's explorerswho rockthe worldof science. Keepupwiththe changes
happeningallarounduswith thisstellarsciencereferencebook. "From the Hardcover edition.""
Who won the first Daytona 500? What do teams do to prepare their cars for 500 miles of hard, highspeed racing? Who gave the Daytona 500 the nickname the "Great American Race"? Learn all about
stock car racing's biggest event and the drivers and crew who make it possible in this fascinating, factfilled book. You will join in the excitement of forty-three cars running nose-to-tail and side-by-side at
almost 200 miles per hour. You'll also discover the rich history of stock car racing and find out why it's
one of the most popular sports around.
The Information
Britannica All New Kids' Encyclopedia - Luxury Limited Edition: What We Know & What We Don't
Atom Smashing, Food Chemistry, Animals, Space, and More!.
The Book of Totally Irresponsible Science
50 Experiments for Daring Young Scientists
A Novel About the History of Philosophy
5,000 Awesome Facts (about Everything!) 2
Natural phenomena, revolutionary inventions, scientific facts, and the most up-todate questions are all explained in detailed text that is complemented by visually
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arresting graphics. Six major sections are further broken down into subsections
that encompass everything from microscopic life to nuclear power.
From the bestselling author of the acclaimed Chaos and Genius comes a
thoughtful and provocative exploration of the big ideas of the modern era:
Information, communication, and information theory. Acclaimed science writer
James Gleick presents an eye-opening vision of how our relationship to
information has transformed the very nature of human consciousness. A
fascinating intellectual journey through the history of communication and
information, from the language of Africa’s talking drums to the invention of
written alphabets; from the electronic transmission of code to the origins of
information theory, into the new information age and the current deluge of news,
tweets, images, and blogs. Along the way, Gleick profiles key innovators, including
Charles Babbage, Ada Lovelace, Samuel Morse, and Claude Shannon, and reveals
how our understanding of information is transforming not only how we look at the
world, but how we live. A New York Times Notable Book A Los Angeles Times and
Cleveland Plain Dealer Best Book of the Year Winner of the PEN/E. O. Wilson
Literary Science Writing Award
Provides five thousand facts about everything from water parks and hair to
manners and fossils.
Today's children stand on the threshold of a new millennium that promises
incredible scientific and technological advances. The need to understand basic
scientific principles has never been greater and these principles are brought
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within the grasp of every child by The Kingfisher Science Encyclopedia. All the
essential subject areas, from Space and Time, Materials and Technology, to
Human Biology, are covered in this one-volume encyclopedia. Accurate,
approachable, and an indispensable source of information for school projects, The
Kingfisher Science Encyclopedia is the perfect gift for the up-and-coming Bill
Gates, Albert Einstein, or Marie Curie in the family. Special Features: More than
3,500 indexed references. Thematic arrangement. Important events highlighted.
Illustrated biographies of key figures. Cross-references. Comprehensive index.
Glossary.
Atom Smashing, Food Chemistry, Animals, Space, and More!
National Geographic Kids Extreme Records
The Book of Wildly Spectacular Sports Science
2,500 Animals with Photos, Maps, and More!
National Geographic Kids Animal Encyclopedia 2nd Edition
54 All-Star Experiments
The Thrill and Thunder of the Great American Race

This encyclopaedia seeks to explain key geography topics in a
lively and accessible way. It includes discussions of tornadoes,
volcanoes and rivers of ice, as well as of the rich and varied
cultures of people around the world. There is a map section and
recommendations of related Web sites.
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This fun-filled and informative book gives curious kids the
inside scoop on 125 amazing real inventions, including super
smart toilets, sweet dream machines, bread buttering toasters
and flying hotels. Simultaneous.
It’s never been more important to engage a child's scientific
curiosity, and Sean Connolly knows just how to do it—with
lively, hands-on, seemingly "dangerous" experiments that pop,
ooze, crash, and teach! Now, the author of The Book of Totally
Irresponsible Science, takes it one step further: He leads kids
through the history of science, and then creates amazing yet
simple experiments that demonstrate key scientific principles.
Tame fire just like a Neanderthal with the Fahrenheit 451
experiment. Round up all your friends and track the spread of
"disease" using body glitter with an experiment inspired by
Edward Jenner, the vaccination pioneer who's credited with
saving more lives than any other person in history. Rediscover
the wheel and axle with the ancient Sumerians, and perform an
astounding experiment demonstrating the theory of angular
momentum. Build a simple telescope—just like Galileo's—and find
the four moons he discovered orbiting Jupiter (an act that
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helped land him in prison). Take a less potentially catastrophic
approach to electricity than Ben Franklin did with the Lightning
Mouth experiment. Re-create the Hadron Collider in a microwave
with marshmallows, calculator, and a ruler—it won't jeopardize
Earth with a simulated Big Bang, but will demonstrate the speed
of light. And it's tasty! By letting kids stand on the shoulders
of Aristotle, Newton, Einstein, the Wright brothers, Marie
Curie, Darwin, Watson and Crick, and more, The Book of
Potentially Catastrophic Science is an uncommonly engaging guide
to science, and the great stories of the men and women behind
the science.
Fun and fascinating science is everywhere, and it’s a cinch to
learn—just ask a science teacher! We’ve all grown so used to
living in a world filled with wonders that we sometimes forget
to wonder about them: What creates the wind? Do fish sleep? Why
do we blink? These are common phenomena, but it’s a rare person
who really knows the answers—do you? All too often, the
explanations remain shrouded in mystery—or behind a haze of
technical language. For those of us who should have raised our
hands in science class but didn’t, Larry Scheckel comes to the
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rescue. An award-winning science teacher and longtime columnist
for his local newspaper, Scheckel is a master explainer with a
trove of knowledge. Just ask the students and devoted readers
who have spent years trying to stump him! In Ask a Science
Teacher, Scheckel collects 250 of his favorite Q&As. Like the
best teachers, he writes so that kids can understand, but he
doesn’t water things down— he’ll satisfy even the most
inquisitive minds. Topics include: •The Human Body •Earth
Science •Astronomy •Chemistry Physics •Technology •Zoology
•Music and conundrums that don’t fit into any category With
refreshingly uncomplicated explanations, Ask a Science Teacher
is sure to resolve the everyday mysteries you’ve always wondered
about. You’ll learn how planes really fly, why the Earth is
round, how microwaves heat food, and much more—before you know
it, all your friends will be asking you!
National Geographic Kids Almanac 2023 (Us Edition)
The Usborne Internet-linked Encyclopedia of World Geography with
Complete World Atlas
Space Encyclopedia
United States Encyclopedia
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A Visual History, From Stone Tools to Space Travel
Space a Visual Encyclopedia
National Geographic Kids Why Not?
Why does a knuckleball flutter? Why do belly flops hurt so much?
Why would a quarterback prefer a deflated football? Here are 54
all-star experiments that demonstrate the scientific principles
powering a wide variety of sports and activities—and offer
insights that can help you improve your own athletic skills. How
does a black belt karate chop her way through a stack of bricks?
Use Popsicle sticks to understand why it’s possible and learn
the role played by Newton’s second law of motion. Does LeBron
James really float through the air on the way to a dunk? Use a
tennis ball, a paperback book, and the help of a friend to
understand the science of momentum and the real meaning of hang
time. Using common household objects, each project includes stepby-step instructions, tips, and a detailed explanation of how
and why the experiment worked. It’s a win-win. The thrill of
victory, the agony of defeat—it’s all in the science.
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn
nonconformity were their curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose
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Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving among
Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a
charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his
children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life
fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and couldn't stand the
responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran
out, the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town
Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the
children had to fend for themselves, supporting one another as
they found the resources and will to leave home. Yet Walls
describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of
unconditional love in a family that, despite its profound flaws,
gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life.
-- From publisher description.
"This ... atlas takes readers through maps of the solar system,
the Milky Way, and deep space, giving them a close look at and
locations of planets, supernovas, and other universes. Sky maps
will help kids spot these objects in the night sky and maps of
planets and our solar system give the kind of ... detail that
National Geographic is known for"--Amazon.com.
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Offers an illustrated encyclopedia of general science, with
informative and fun facts on a broad array of scientific topics.
Over 1,111 Answers to Everything
Brain Games 2
Science Encyclopedia
Animal Encyclopedia
How Things Work in Our World
300 Outrageous Facts
DK Children's Encyclopedia

Whether you are studying for a test at school of just seeking to expand
you knowledge of the world, you'll find this to be an invaluable tool.
From the Moon, Sun, and planets of our Solar System to space
exploration, black holes, and dark matter, this completely revised and
updated children's encyclopedia covers all you need to know about the
cosmos. The most up-to-date images from space agencies such as
NASA and ESA combine with info panels, timelines, interviews,
diagrams, and activities you can do at home to help you understand
the majesty and wonder of space. Learn about the Space Race, the
Apollo Moon Landings, the Voyager craft that first probed the outer
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planets, the Hubble telescope, and the International Space Station
(ISS) - the state-of-the-art laboratory orbiting Earth. Find out about
future missions, space tourism, and the latest discoveries in the
furthest reaches of our galaxy. Discover how to find constellations and
where to look for stars and planets, including Venus and Mars, in the
night sky. Learn how galaxies such as our Milky Way were formed.
Part of a series of best-selling encyclopedias for children, Space: A
Children's Encyclopedia is a rocket ride from the beginning of time to
the near future, and from planet Earth out to the furthest reaches of
the Universe.
Chock-full of puzzles, optical illusions, cranial challenges, and
information on the latest research in neuroscience, this awesome
activity book helps you discover even more about your amazing brain!
It's kid-friendly fun, based on the National Geographic hit television
show, Brain Games. Train your brain with all kinds of amazing new
challenges that will unleash your creativity and bring out the genius
within. You'll find crosswords, word searches, cryptograms, tough
logic puzzles, memory tests, wacky riddles, and exercises to try with a
friend. Time trials test your skills in each chapter. Write-in pages
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include puzzles and games as well as short explanations of the brain
science at work. Tuning and proving your mental mettle has never
been so much fun. The activity book is a companion to the popular
television show, book series, board game, and other Brain Games
products.
The richness of America in all its grandueur and diversity is captured
in this comprehensive, authoritative, and lively United States
Encyclopedia. With a team of experts and talented writers, this book
will be the definitive United States reference resource for kids, and an
indespensible tool for home and school. Every state in the union is
showcased in a spectacular way in this big, beautiful book of the U.S.
Awesome to look at, fun to read, and easy to use, it includes an
unparalleled amount of information that is both intriguing and useful.
Beginning with a lush thematic section covering topics from early
America to civil rights, population, and the new millennium, the
United States Encyclopedia then delves into vibrant essays on each
state and the U.S. territories. Fun facts about people, places, and
events are sprinkled throughout. Also included: U.S. facts and figures,
a listing of the presidents, and overviews of important historical
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American documents.
Mighty Book of Mind Benders
Sophie's World
How Things Work: Then and Now
Encyclopedia of Space and Astronomy
The National Geographic Bee Ultimate Fact Book
National Geographic Kids Ultimate Space Atlas
The Biggest, Fastest, Deadliest Creepy-Crawlers on the Planet
With photos, experiments, and more, this “appealing and highly informative” science
book from the beloved TV host is “a winner” (School Library Journal). Science
educator, TV host, and New York Times–bestselling author Bill Nye is on a mission to
help young people understand and appreciate the science that makes our world
work. Featuring a range of subjects—physics, chemistry, geology, biology,
astronomy, global warming, and more—this profusely illustrated book covers the
basic principles of each science, key discoveries, recent revolutionary advances, and
the problems that science still needs to solve for our Earth. Nye and coauthor
Gregory Mone present the most difficult theories and facts in an easy-tocomprehend, humorous way. They interviewed numerous specialists from around the
world, in each of the fields discussed, whose insights are included throughout. Also
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included are experiments kids can do themselves to bring science to life! “Wordplay
and wry wit put extra fun into a trove of fundamental knowledge.” —Kirkus Reviews
(starred review) Includes photographs, illustrations, diagrams, glossary, bibliography,
and index
The ultimate book of knowledge for kids aged 7 to 9, this thorough children's
encyclopedia contains all the homework answers your kids will need, explained
clearly and checked by experts. An engaging, traditional-style general reference
book for kids covering all the key subjects including Arts, People, History, Earth,
Nature, Science, Technology, Space, and the Human Body in alphabetical order. This
encyclopedia for children is a must-have resource for every student's shelf, with ageappropriate, jargon-free text accompanied by stunning, detailed images covering
over 240 topics all in one place, from science and nature to history and the arts.
Essential for any child who wants to discover as much as possible about the world
around them. Packed with information, each single-page entry in this fabulous kid's
encyclopedia features a key topic explained in a concise manner accompanied by
gorgeous visuals, fun facts about the world and extensive cross-references revealing
the links between subject areas. Kids can learn about Ancient Rome, chemistry,
evolution, microscopic life, robots, Vikings, and so much more. Written, edited, and
designed by a team of experts, vetted by educational consultants, and properly
levelled to the reading age, this is the ultimate knowledge book for kids. Explore,
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Wonder And Learn! The ultimate illustrated children's encyclopedia is packed with
thousands of incredible and essential facts on favourite subjects! Beautiful
illustrations, colourful maps, and magnificent photographs bring every single page to
life. Inspiring and informative, the DK Children's Encyclopedia is a book of wonder
that will absorb and engage children of all ages. This kid's educational book covers
topics like: - Storytelling, changing the world, music and war - Films, technology,
inventions, food and clothes - Explorers, planets and pets - And so much more!
A reference guide includes records and achievements made by humans, animals, and
nature.
This epic journey of scientific discovery starts in ancient times and travels through
centuries of invention before fast forwarding into the future. In this ultimate home
reference, you'll see simple machines and modern-day marvels, following incredible
illustrated timelines that plot the entire history of science and highlight the most
momentous discoveries. A jaw-dropping collection of more than 1,500 photographs,
illustrations, maps, and graphics charts the evolution of science year by year,
century by century. You'll meet influential inventors and famous faces from the past,
including Aristotle, Leonardo da Vinci, Isaac Newton, Charles Darwin, Marie Curie,
and Stephen Hawking. You'll visit places of scientific importance, such as prehistoric
cave art, Stonehenge, Hiroshima and the first atomic bomb, the Moon landings, and
the Higgs boson particle. These huge events are made simple thanks to eye-catching
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images, helpful timelines, and accessible, informative text. Landmark people and
periods are combined in this one stunning family reference, showcasing the ideas,
experiments, and technologies that have shaped our daily lives and transformed the
world we live in today. Budding scientists, get ready for a time travelling trip like no
other.
Weird But True! 2
The Daytona 500
Super Bug Encyclopedia
The Sciencebook
Science Year by Year
125 Cool Inventions
A Tour of Our Solar System and Beyond

Providing colorful photography, instructive diagrams and everyday
examples, this exciting resource reveals the science behind virtually
everything and is divided into four sections - Mechanics, Natural
Forces, Materials and Chemistry and Biology and Medicine.
"Over 1,111 answers to everything"--Cover.
"Blast off to a universe of photos, facts, and fun!"--Front cover.
A collection of fun and surprising facts about our world.
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Super Smart Machines and Wacky Gadgets You Never Knew You
Wanted
64 Daring Experiments for Young Scientists
The Science of Everything
Countries A to Z
250 Answers to Questions You’ve Always Had About How Everyday
Stuff Really Works
Blast Off for a Universe of Photos, Facts, and Fun!
The Glass Castle
A tour of outer space explores the solar system as well as
stars, galaxies, and the birth of planets, and speculates on
whether other intelligent beings exist in the universe.
Contains the latest data, maps of the world, and graphs as well
as lively essays about the world, geography-themed games,
crosswords, and picture puzzles.
In this important volume three ancient mythologies are brought
to life: the Classical mythology of ancient Greece and Rome; the
fairytale myths of the Celtic world; and from Northern Europe,
tales of Germanic gods, Nordic warriors and fearsome giants. For
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maximum accessibility each entry is listed in A-Z order,
detailing characters, locations, and sites of interest,
significant events, stories and symbols. Pictorial features also
focus on recurring mythological themes, such as Oracles, Magic,
Voyages, Heroes, and Spells, making this book universal in theme
and timeless in appeal. This is a lavish guide to the classic
mythologies
Come face to face with the most incredible insects on Earth,
where you'll experience the microscopic world of bugs in mindblowing depth and detail. Super Bug Encyclopedia showcases a
huge variety of these tiny creatures at close range, making them
millions of times bigger than their true size to give you the
complete picture. From ants to wasps and centipedes to spiders,
experience amazing anatomy and athleticism and find out who
comes out on top for strength and speed. You'll meet the
hawkmoth with the longest tongue of any insect and discover the
velvet worm that squirts sticky slime to snare prey. Stand clear
as the African bombardier beetle blasts out a sizzling hot
chemical attack and race alongside the glorious green tiger
beetle that lives life in the fast lane. This stunning visual
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feast incorporates jaw-dropping photography, at-a-glance facts,
amazing statistics, dashboard-style profiles, and expert
information to give you an unprecedented insight into the
complex life of creepy crawlies. Did you know bugs are the most
successful creatures on our planet? Or that insects took flight
150 million years before the first bird? Find out all this and
much, much more inside as you become the ultimate bug hunter.
The New Children's Encyclopedia
National Geographic Kids Everything Space
The Book that Explains Everything
The Encyclopedia of Mythology
Packed with Thousands of Facts, Stats, and Illustrations
America's People, Places, and Events
Norse, Classical, Celtic

Presents a photographic reference with facts about twenty-five hundred
animal species that detail animal habitats, life cycles, and conservation
efforts.
The 2023 National Geographic Kids Almanac is the biggest edition yet! Get
ready for 2023 with all the latest and greatest information on animals,
science, nature, technology, conservation, and more in this worldwide bestPage 22/23
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selling almanac. Packed with incredible photos and fascinating stories, this
new edition features: BONUS SECTION: 20 Things to Make You Happy NEW
trends and news for the year ahead NEW photo feature showcasing wonders
from around the world NEW Almanac Challenge, plus the results of the 2022
Almanac Challenge NEW incredible animal stories NEW weird-but-true facts
NEW amazing inventions NEW interviews with National Geographic Explorers
NEW games, activities, jokes, and comics UPDATED reference material,
including fast facts and maps of every country Whether you're looking for
homework help, want to learn more about another country, or just need a cute
animal fix, the National Geographic Kids Almanac 2023 has you covered!
The Book of Potentially Catastrophic Science
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